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EXPLORATIONS IN THINKING
The following examples provide a concrete basis for the development of
this topic.

Each example involves the movement of water.

How can you explain

the water moving in each case?
1.

Many people soak prunes in water before they cook them.
you have done this too.

Perhaps

The prunes swell and if left in water the

skins may rupture.
2.

You may have wondered how it is that the large cucumbers you have
seen in your garden or grocery store become small pickles.

3.

Science classes often observe a demonstration utilizing a carrot or
beet.

The carrot or beet has a hole made in the top.

then filled with molasses or syrup.

This hole is

A rubber stopper with a long

glass capillary tube is inserted over the syrup.

After the other end

of the beet or carrot is immersed in water, one can observe the
syrup or molasses rising in the capillary tube.
EXPLORATIONS IN DOING
As further preparation for the process to be introduced in this module,
the following investigations are provided.
1.

Place a hot dog in a pan of boiling water.

What changes do you

observe?
2.

Salt a fresh leaf of lettuce.

What changes do you observe?

rinse the lettuce and place it in a dish of water.

Now,

Record the changes

you now observe.
3.

Slice a cucumber and place it in a salt solution.
observe?

What changes do you

Put another slice in a stronger solution of salt.

you expect will happen?
prediction?

Do your observations agree with your

What do
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4.

Place some prunes in water.

What changes do you observe? Are the

results what you expected?
We now have completed some concrete examples which will be generalized
under the heading of a single process.

The process will be labeled and

described in the next section of this module.
INVENTION
Prerequisites:
1.

Before beginning this module the student should be able to

Use the definition of a mole to describe how to prepare a one molar
solution of NaCl and a one molar solution of K Mn0 4 .

2.

Describe the difference between a one molar solution of NaCl and a one
molal solution of NaCl.

3.

Express the difference between a solute and a solvent.

4.

Define the Boltzmann constant.

5.

Define pressure and relate that to the pressure of a fluid in a
container in order to solve the following problem.

The specific gravity of mercury is 13.6. Calculate the pressure in N/m2
and lb/in 2 at the bottom of a flask of mercury which is 10 cm dee~

Reference:
Miller, F.

College Physics, New York:

Chapter 12, 15, 16.

Harcourt & Brace, 1972,
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OBJECTIVES
After you have completed this module, you will be able to:
a) describe qualitatively the pressure of blood in the human body as a
function of location in the circulation system, i.e., aorta, artery,
arterioles, ... , vena cava.
b) Discuss in a paragraph (short or long) how the osmotic pressure in the
capillaries regulates the water level of the interstitial fluid under
normal pressure.
c) Describe how a weak ventricle in the heart creates an edema in the
capillaries.

Use the terms of this module, i.e., abnormal pressure,

water pressure inside and water pressure outside, in this description.
d) Illustrate reverse osmosis by explaining the process of de-salinating
sea water.
e) Define osmosis and describe how osmotic pressure is related to the
colligative properties of a solution.
NARRATIVE
This story begins in 1748 when J. Abbe Nollet observed and recorded his
observation of a solvent passing through a membrane from a dilute solution
into a more concentrated one.

By applying pressure to the more concentrated

solution, the flow of solvent could be slowed, stopped, or reversed.

The

pressure necessary to stop the flow of solvent from the less concentrated
to the more concentrated solution through the membrane is called the
osmotic pressure.

When considering biological systems the solutions are

almost all aqueous solutions, the solvent being water.

Consider a container
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of water.

Let the container be separated into two sections by a membrane

which only allows water to pass through.
the water on one side of the membrane.

Dissolve some solid material in
The pressure which must now be applied

to the solution side, in excess. of any pressure applied to the water side, to
stop the flow of water through the membrane is called the osmotic pressure.
This pressure is the subject of this module.
One hundred thirty eight years later in 1886, W. Pfeffer measured the
osmotic pressure

(~)

of solutions which contained the same weight of solute

dissolved in different volumes of solvent.
relationships.

His results

revealed~

two important

First, it showed for a constant temperature the products of the

volume and the measured osmotic pressure

(~)

to be essentially constant.

Second, the results showed that for a given solution, the measured osmotic
pressure increased with increased temperature in such a way that the ratio of
the osmotic pressure divided by the temperature (~/T) was essentially constant. l
The Dutch chemist, van't Hoff, took these two observed relations and combined
them to yield an empirical relation for the osmotic pressure.

This equation of

van't Hoff must be tested against experimentally observed results for osmotic
pressure to verify its validity.
~

where

~

The van't Hoff equation is

= CRT,

(1 )

is the predicted osmotic pressure, C is the concentration of the

solution expressed in molarity, R is the universal gas constant equal to

o. 082

1it-atm
mole-Ko,
and T is the Kelvin temperature. Comparisons of the prediction of the van't

1.

From your study of ideal gases, you will notice the first result is
essentially Boyle's law.
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Hoff empirical relation (1) with observed results for sucrose in
water at 20°C show satisfactory agreement for dilute solutions only
(Table 1).

Note that the molar concentration in the van't Hoff equation

needs to stay at or under 0.3 M in order to have the predicted value be in
error from the observed value by approximately 10% or less.
TABLE 1.

Osmotic Pressure of Aqueous Solutions of Sucrose in H20 at 20°C.
The data is of Morse reported by A. Findlay, "Osmotic Pressure,"
Longmans, Green

&

Co., Inc., New York, 1919.

Molal
Predicted Using
Molar
Observed Predicted
Concentration Concentration Osmotic
Using
Equation 23
%
Pressure van't Hoff Error
in advanced
Equation
section
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0

Problem 1.

0.098
0.192
0.282
0.370
0.453
0.533
0.610
0.687
0.757
0.825

2.59
5.06
7.61
10.14
12.75
15.39
18.13
20.91
23.72
26.64

2.36
4.63
6.80
8.90
10.9
12.8
14.7
16.5
18.2
19.8

8.9
8.5
10.5
12.2
14.5
16.8
18.9
21.1
23.3
25.7

2.40
4.81
7.21
9.62
12.0
14.4
16.8
19.2
21.6
24.0

How many grams of sucrose can be dissolved in a liter of water
to provide a 0.3 M solution?
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The reader should not be misled by the resemblance of the van't Hoff
equation to the ideal gas law.

It has not been either implied or suggested

that the osmotic pressure is caused by the bombardment of the container walls
by the solute molecules.

In fact such ideas are erroneous.

We are now in a position to understand the definition of osmosis.
Osmosis - the movement of solvent from a region of higher concentration of
the solvent to a region of lower concentration of the solvent through
a partially permeable membrane.
For biological systems where the solvent is water, we can write the definition
in the following way.
Osmosis - the movement of water from a region of higher concentration of the
water to a region of lower concentration of water through a membrane
allowing the water to pass through but not allowing the solute/s
through.
With the definition of osmosis, we can easily explain the examples in the
Exploration in Doing section.

Water moves into the prunes from the area of

higher concentration of water to the area of lower concentration of water.
For the cucumbers, the water leaves the area of higher concentration of water
in the cucumbers and moves to the lower concentration of water in the salt
solutions.

Water enters the carrot pushing the syrup up the capillary because

the region of lower concentration of the water is inside the carrot.
The study of osmotic pressure is but one phenomenon of a larger class of
phenomena.

The larger class of phenomena is called the colligative properties

of a solution.

Colligative means "bound together.

1I

It happens that if we add

only solid solutes which have no appreciable vapor pressures, we discover
certain responses of the solutions created by the solutes are in proportion
to the concentration of the solute and not to the chemical properties of the

7

solute.

This is somewhat surprising since we would expect glucose and urea,

for example, to affect the solution in different ways.

Four of the colligative

properties are the lowering of the vapor pressure, the raising of the boiling
point, the lowering of the freezing point, and the osmotic pressure.

We show

in the advanced section that the osmotic pressure is a consequence of the
lowering of the vapor pressure.
APPLICATIONS
Regulation of Interstitial Fluid
An osmotic process is responsible for the regulation of the amount of
interstitial fluid which exists around the cells in the human body.

To

understand how this happens we first need to know about blood pressure.

The

pumping action of the heart sends blood into the arteries under strong
pressure.

By the time the blood reaches the capillaries, the pressure has

dropped from an average of around 100 torr* to about 30 torr.

As the blood

leaves the capillaries to enter the vein system, the pressure has dropped
even more to about 10 torr.

(See Figure 5.) Assuming a linear drop in

pressure across the capillaries, the average pressure in the capillaries
becomes 20 torr.

This pressure is strong enough to force fluids out of the

capillaries into the interstitial fluid, a process which would drain all
the fluids from the capillaries unless other processes kept it from
happening.

Plasma consists mainly of water.

Other components of plasma

are large protein molecules, glucose, Na+, K+, Cl-, urea, etc., etc.
All but the large protein molecules pass through the capillary wall.
The concentration of protein molecules in the capillaries therefore is
much greater than it is in the interstitial fluid.

* 1 torr is equal to the pressure of 1.013 x 10 5 Newton/m 2 about 1/760 of
the standard atmospheric pressure.
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Figure 4.

Diagram of the
circulatory
system of the
human body.
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Figure 5.

Diagram showing pressure in the
circulatory system.
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Body fluids are contained in either extracellular fluid or intercellular fluid.

The distribution of these fluids is roughly as given in

Figure 6.
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Fi gure 6
A rough distribution of the volume
of various components of body fluid.
It is difficult to measure the pressure in the capillaries because the
measuring devices themselves alter the measurement being made.
speaks of typical values of the pressures.

Therefore, one

Typical values are provided in

Figure 7.
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Figure 7
A diagram showing the various pressure terms involved in the regulation
of interstitial fluid volume.
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Figure 8 is the first of a series of figures which will explain the
movement of water into and out of a capillary.

First consider the usual

situation where as much water leaves the capillary as comes in.

Figure 8

illustrates why the pressure inside a capillary is described by two terms;
the osmotic pressure and the water pressure.

Figure 7 suggests the total

pressure is 30 torr on the left or artery side of the capillary.

Twenty-

five torr of the 30 torr comes from the osmotic pressure and remains constant along the capillary from one side to the other.
pressure on the artery side must be 5 torr.

Therefore the water

As we move linearly along the

capillary to the vein we reach the final value for the total blood pressure
of 10 torr.

Subtracting the osmotic pressure of 25 torr gives a value of

-15 torr on the vein side of the capillary for the water pressure inside the
capillary.

Figure 8 illustrates this pressure difference.
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Figure 8
Diagram of a capillary showing the total pressure inside the capillary
to be made up of two terms, Pw
and TIinside.
insi.de
Note that TIinside is constant across the capillary.
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The water pressure outside the capillary has a constant value of -5 Torr.
When the water pressure inside the capillary is greater than the outside water
pressure, water flows out of the capillary.

When the outside water pressure

is the greater pressure, water flows into the capillary.
conditions as much flows out as flows in.

Under ordinary

This means the location of the

equal pressure point must be at the mid-point of the capillary.
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Figure 9
Diagram showing when water pressure inside capillary is the greater
pressure, water leaves the capillary; and when water pressure outside
the capillary is the greater pressure, water enters the capillary.
This description of water flow must be modified slightly if we investigate
the process in detail because some of the plasma which flows out of the
capillary returns through the lymphatic system.
appear to be correct.
references. 1 ,2,3
1.
2.
3.

However the basic features

The student interested in pursuing this can find many

H. R. Catchpole, liThe Capillaries, Veins and Lymphatics," in T. C. Ruch
and H. D. Patton, Physiology and Biophysics, Philadelphia: Saunders.
19th edition, 1965. Chapter 32.
M. Ingate11a and B. W. Zweifach, liThe Microcirculatory Basis of Fluid
Exchange," in Advances in Biological and Medical Physics: vol. 15,1954,
pp. 111-155.
Arthur C. Guyton, Function of the Human Body, Philadelphia: Saunders, 3rd ed. 1969.
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EDEMA
Now we are going to consider an example in which the location of the
equal pressure point does not occur at the mid-point of the capillary.
Since the mid-point is moved to the right there will be a build up in the
tissues.
At the right side of a patient's heart begins to fail an abnormal
collection of fluid occurs in the interstitial fluid in the lower part of
the body (legs for walking patient, the back and buttocks for a bedridden
patient).

From Figure 4 we see that the right side of the heart pumps

blood from the veins through the lungs.

If the right side of the heart can

no longer handle this pumping chore, the venous blood is not removed rapidly
enough to the lungs.

Pressure on the venous end of the capillaries rises to

a typical value of 14 Torr.

Figure 10 is a diagram of the change with the

dashed line showing the normal pressure drop.
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Figure 10
Diagram of the total pressure across a capillary when the vein side
pressure is increased to 14 Torr. The dashed line indicates the
normal pressure drop.
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Since it is only the total pressure which changes, the water pressure
increases across the capillary.
capillary remains constant.

That is, the osmotic pressure inside the

Thus the water pressure inside increases to 4 Torr

and on the vein side to -11 Torr

(See Figure 11).
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Figure 11
Diagram showing that since the osmotic pressure inside is constant,
the water pressure inside increases to -11 Torr on the vein side
when the total pressure increases on the vein side.
Now diagraming the water pressure inside the capillary on the same graph
as the water pressure outside the capillary we will find that in the abnormal
situation more water will leave the capillary than will enter.
water pressure outside the capillary is constant.
water out of the capillary means

Remember the

The increase in flow of

there will be a net flow of water into the

interstitial fluid (See Figure 12).

Equilibrium will be restored when the

interstitial fluid pressure increases.
stitial fluid is called Dependent edema.

This increase in water in the interIf you are a physician and a patient

exhibits edema, it may be that the patient's arteries are dilated.

Dilation

of the arteries also causes a pressure increase on the vein side of the body
but it may not be due to a weak heart.
nitro-glycerin.

The patient may have taken some
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Figure 12
Diagram showing that more water leaves the capillary than enters the
capillary in this abnormal situation. The diagram also shows that
the equal pressure point has moved to the right of the normal midpoint position.
Problem 2.

Suppose the pressure on the artery side of the capillary
temporarily increases for some reason to 9 Torr while the
pressure on the vein side of the capillary remains at -15 Torr.
Would this condition cause more water to leave the capillary or
more water to enter the capillary? Diagram your results to
show how you arrived at your answer.

Suppose the left side of the heart cannot completely perform its job.
We then have a build up of pressure in the pulmonary vein (vein from the
lungs to the left heart).

An increase in interstitial fluid or edema results

but this time it occurs around the capillaries in the lungs (pulmonary edema).
The patient literally droW1s in his/her own body fluid.
During inflammation and allergic reactions, the capillary wall becomes
extended and permits plasma proteins to pass through.
through the capillary the osmotic pressure drops.

As the proteins pass

Since the blood pressure

remains the same, fluid is forced into the tissue spaces, as diagrammed in
Fi gure 13.
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Figure 13
Diagram showing in rough form that since in water pressure inside
the capillary increases more water leaves the capillary than enters
during inflammation and allergic reactions.
Problem 3.

Explain in a paragraph how the passing of protein through the
membrane wall reduces the osmotic pressure inside the capillary.

HYPOPROTEINEMIA
Suppose a patient has an abnormally low amount of protein (hypoproteinemia) in the blood plasma.
by nephrotic syndrome;

This situation may be caused by malnutrition or

a disease of the kidney in which the basic units of

the kidney (nephrons) become permeable to the protein molecules which then
leak out of the plasma into the urine.

In either case the lowering of the

osmotic pressure in this manner means that the water pressure must rise in
the capillary.

Since the water pressure inside the capillary is now higher,

typically 4 Torr, there will be a net flow of water into the interstitial
fluid, as diagrammed in Figure 14.
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Figure 14
Diagram showing that an increase in water pressure inside the capillary
caused by a lowering of the osmotic pressure reulst in a net flow of
water into the interstitial fluid.
LIVER DISEASE
The patient suffering from liver disease may also experience a collection
of fluid in the abdomen.

The veins of the abdomen pass through the liver

before returning to the right side of the heart.

(This provides for nutrients

absorbed in abdomen to be processed immediately and efficiently by the liver.
See Figure 4.)

Liver disease may block these veins causing a pressure

increase but this time the capillaries are in the abdomen.

Water leaves

the capillaries in response to the pressure, causing an edema in the abdomen.
This is called ascites.
Problem 4.

Many malnourished people, particularly people who eat a lot of
starch with little protein, appear to be well fed and overweight.
Explain in a paragraph why they appear

puffy and overweight.
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DIALYSIS
Dialysis is used to remove urea and other small molecules from the plasma
of patients whose kidneys do not function.
treatement which are related to osmosis.

There are problems using this
Urea is found in the interstitial

fluid in the brain in the same concentration as in the plasma.

However, since

the permeability of the capillary-brain membrane is low, it takes several
hours for the area in the brain to come to equilibrium. 3 The rate at which
water, oxygen, and nutrients cross from the capillary to the brain, is more
rapid.

As the plasma urea concentration drops, there arises a temporary

osmotic pressure difference due to the urea within the brain.

The partial

pressure of water is greater in the plasma so water is transported to the
brain interstitial fluid, and cerebral edema results.
headaches.

This causes severe

The converse of this effect is to inject into the plasma a medium

sized molecule, such as mannitol, which does not readily cross the blood-brain
barrier.

This technique lowers the partial pressure of water within the

plasma and water will flow from the brain into the plasma.

This process is
sometimes used as an emergency treatment for cerebral edema. 4

3.

T. C. Rush and H. D. Patton, Physiology and Biophysics,
Saunders, 19th edition, 1965, page 946.

Philadelphia:

4.

This provides only temporary relief as the injected molecules themselves
slowly move across the capillary walls. See Fishman, Brain Edema.
~. En!. ~. Med. 293; 706 (1975).
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REVERSE OSMOSIS
Commercial water purification systems are marketed for hospitals
utilizing the feature of increasing the pressure on one side of a membrane.
These systems are called reverse osmosis units.
does not conduct electricity very well.
ohm/cm.

Water purified by this method

The resistance is typically 20 million

Hospitals use the water generated from these units for ultra-pure

water in laboratory tests, hemodialysis, and other uses where distilled
water is not pure enough.

Many of the systems use membranes which are 5 1/2

inches in diameter and 47 inches long containing nearly a million hollow fibers,
each the thickness of a human hair.
pressure.

Water is pumped into the unit under

Chlorides and other contaminates in the raw water are largely

returned on one side of the membrane and are continous1y flushed out of the
permeator as a waste stream.

These systems have had a major impact on the

improved recovery rate of patients in kidney dialysis units.
pyrogens are organic molecules which cause an elevation in body temperature
when the get into the blood system.
yeast.

They are are waste product of bacteria and

The water pruification systems that were used previously were not

totally reliable to remove the pyrogens.

The reverse dialysis units have

eliminated this problem.
Certain other problems relating to the purity of the cleansing water used
in the dialysis equipment have caused additional clinical concern since the
inception of dialysis.
areas of the country.

As mentioned before, water softeners are used in many
If a high concentration of sodium is needed in the

softener to remove the calcium/magnesium content of the water, doctors have
difficulty controlling the blood pressure and removing the sodium during
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dialysis of patients.

In addition.., if the calcium and magnesium content of the

dialysate was not controlled, about one-half of the patients developed metabolic
bone disease within two years. 5
OSMOTIC FRAGILITY
Red cells (erythrocytes) are normally rather disk-shaped; they look like
small doughtnuts with the "hole filled in, but not as thick at the rim'"

If

one of these red cells is placed in a solution which has a higher partial
pressure of water than within the cell, water will move in and swell the cell
until it bursts.

Since cell membranes are very nearly impermeable to sodium,

sodium is osmotically active for this purpose.

The osmotic fragility test

consists of placing red cells in solutions with different sodium concentrations
and counting the number of cells which burst.

The patient with the red cell

diseased called hereditary spherocytosis in which the cells are more rounded
than normal will have the cells destroyed at a higher sodium concentration
(lower water concentration) than normal.

5.

Johnson, William "Come on in, the water's ... not so fine," Dialysis and
Transplantation, August/September 1972, p. 13.

LABORATORY EXERCISE
TO DEMONSTRATE
OSMOSIS

1

The topic of this laboratory is OSMOSIS.

We will explore more variables

involved in OSMOSIS and then perform an experiment utilizing the process
of OSMOSIS.
EXPLORATION
Take 2 glass tubes, 2 hot dogs, 2 thermometers, 2 beakers, some
water and some vegetable oil.
an inverted T is made.

Insert the tubes into the hot dogs so that

Place the hot dogs in the beakers and cook each hot

dog at 100 o e, one in water and one in vegetable oil.
What changes do you observe?

What variables were different?

What variables were the same?

Design some experiments to investigate the changes observed above?

2

INVENTION
Investigate some of the properties of the dialysis tubing by
1) reading the description of the tubing as given by the manufacturer,
and
2) soaking the tubing in water.
What changes in the tubing do you observe in the water?

Tie one end of the tubing closed.

Make some concentrated bouillon

solution with a bouillon cube and some water.

Pour the bouillon solution

into the tubing and tie the other end closed.

Place this closed tube under

water and observe.

(You might want to put it in the oil also.)

What changes do you observe?

Think of an appropriate experiment using the dialysis tubing and the
glass tubing used in the exploration section to demonstrate osmosis.
What variable would be evidence of change?

Plot that variable on a graph, with time as the other variable.

3

APPLICATION
Equipment:

2 rubber bands
2 thistle tubes
2 meter sticks
dialysis tubing
1 watch (or clock on wall)
1 clamp on a stand to hold inverted thistle tube
2 beakers
2 bouillon solutions (one solution quite concentrated, the
other solution half as concentrated)

Cut the tubing and cover one thistle tube end with the tubing.

Fill the

thistle tube reservoir with bouillon solution.
1.

What experiment can we now do to demonstrate the osmotic process?

2.

What variable will be observed?

3.

Compare this variable change vs. time with at least one other
concentration of the bouillon solution.

4.

Select another type of solution, repeat the experiment and record
the differences observed. Describe possible reasons for these
differences.

Plot it versus time.

DIALYSIS TUBING (Made by Union Carbide Corporation)
Seamless, regenerated cellulose tubing made by the viscous process;
also contains glycerine, water and 0.1% sulfur.
o
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Average pore is radius

Because tubing is permeable to water, it permits compounds of low

molecular weight to pass through, while excluding proteins and bacteria.
Scientific Products
Catalog #
01651-1

Width Flat
984 in.

feet/roll
100

$/roll

$/6 roll s
each

13.40

7.72

MASTERY EXAM
1.

Thirty-one and one-half (31.5) moles of He are contained in a balloon
of 3/4 liter in volume.

What pressure is exerted by this gas on the

walls of the balloon at room temperature (300 0 K)?

2.

Add 21 moles of Freon to the balloon in Problem #1 stretching the
volume to 1 1/4 liters.
a) What is the pressure exerted on the balloon by both gases at 300 0 K?

b) What is the partial pressure of Helium and Freon at 300 0 K?

3.

The left side of a membrane contains O.115M NaCl and O.31M glucose in
an aqueous solution.

The right side of the membrane is distilled water.

What is the partial pressure of water across the membrane at 300 0 K?

4.

In the process of pumonary edema, water collects in the lungs.
how the collection of water occurs.
given in the module.

Discuss

Utilize the diagram technique as

MASTERY EXAM (Continued)

5.
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One common usage of reverse osmosis units is to de-salinate sea water.
Describe the process of reverse osmosis which allows us to de-salinate
the water.

6.

Discuss in a paragraph the filtration and reabsorption process in the
human kidneys and capillaries.

7.

Apply your understanding of blood pressure to ascertain whether blood
pressure is temporarily lowered when one donates a pint of blood.

MASTERY EXAM ANSWERS
1.

P = cRT

= (42 m?les)
1,ter

(8.31

joule)
mo1e-Ko

(300 0 K)

= 104700 newton/m 2
= (1.047 x 10 5 newton/m 2) ( 1 atm

1.013 x 10 5 newton/m 2

2.

)

P

= 1.034 atm

a)

1.238 atm

b)

P = ( 42 moles) (8.31 jou1e/mo1e-KO) (300 0 K) ( 1 atm
2)
He
5/4 liter
1.013 x 105 newton/m
PHe = 0.827 atm
PFr = 0.414 atm

3.

TI

= (0.115 + 0.310) RT

4.,5.,6., written responses
7.

Yes, temporarily a loss in volume of fluid lowers the total pressure.

INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE
OSMOSIS
A Physical Science Module for Bioscience Students
This instructor's

guid~is

intended to provide the instructor with some

resource materials and other information useful to the utilization of
this module.

The author's intention is to key it to the module so that

similar materila will be found in the same place in both the student module
and the instructor's guide.
EXPLORATIONS IN THINKING
The examples provided in this section may not be appropriate for your
particular location and student population.

If this is the case, you ought

to insert examples of your own.
A demonstration of membrane selectivity on the part of living cells.
Congo Red dye is added to a culture of yeast cell.

Nothing happens.

If the

mixture is boiled, the yeast cells are killed and the dye penetrates the yeast.
The demonstration shows that some living cells exhibit selective permeability
EXPLORATIONS IN DOING
Here again the user should feel free to develop examples which may be
more appropriate to a particular location and student population.

The

author reluctantly included some examples using a sugar solution on one
side of a membrane and water on the other.

Although this demonstrates osmosis

very well it must be called to the attention of students that sugar absorption
in the human kidney is against a concentration gradient.

Osmosis cannot do that.

An active process requiring energy supplied by the metabolism of the tubular
cells in the kidney is responsible.
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You may find a description of how the human kidney functions to be of
some use.

The author encourages you to consult human physiology textbooks

for such descriptions.
INVENTION AND NARRATIVE
Development of the idea of using the partial pressure in a fluid in the
same manner0as the pressure in a gas has been done by R. K. Hobbie.

His

article "Osmotic Pressure in the Physics Course for Student of the Life
Sciences,"
module.

Amer.~.

Phys., 42: 118-197 (1974), is recommendedlreading for this

Additional information on the same topic is found in Fermi, E.,

Thermodynamics.

New York:

Dover, p. 113 (1956).

Of the references listed below the author has found the Christensen and
Cellarius book and the Williams and Williams book most helpful.
References provia~~ here ar~ ~86d resources for the understanding of the
van't Hoff relation.
H. N. Christensen and R. H. Cellarius, Introduction to Bioenergetics:
Thermodynamics for the Biologists, Philadelphia: Saunders. 1972.

J. N. Loeb "The Hyperesmolar State," New England J. Med.; 290;
1184-1188 (1974),
V. R. Williams and H. B. Williams, Basic Physical Chemistry for the
Life Sciences, 2nd ed. San Francisco: Freeman. 1973.
Stanley Middleman, Transport Phenomena in the Cardiovascular System,
New York: Wiley Interscience. 1972. Chapter 3.
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APPLICATIONS
E. H. Starling proposed the osmotic explanation for absorption and
filtration in the capillaries in 1896.

Since then much work has verified

the explanation and has shown that very little of the exchanges of metabolic
end products occur as a result of an osmotic process.

One reason is the

rapid attainment (of the order of seconds) of equilibrium in the capillaries.
Most of the exchanges occur as the result of a chemically active process.
During a day 20,000 grams of glucose will be transferred by diffusion
whereas only 20 grams will be moved by osmosis.
Function of the Human Body.

Philadelphia:

See - Arthur C.

Guyton~

Saunders, 3rd Edition 1969.

The overall concentration of substances in the extracellular and
intercellular fluid is great enough to produce a pressure of 5400 mm Hg.
This means if one were to put extracellular and intracellular fluid on one
side of a membrane and water on the other side, it would take a pressure of
nearly 7 times atmospheric pressure to stop the net flow of water into the
body fluid.
Capillary fluid exchange is discussed in a quite readable manner in the
following text:

McElroy, Swanson, and Macey.

Prentice Hall, 1975.

Biology and Man.

New York:

Additional reference may be found in:

H. R. Catchpole, liThe Capillaries, Veins, and Lymphatics,1I in
T. C. Ruch and H. D. Patton, Physiology and Biophysics.
Philadelphia: Saunders, 19 edition. Chapter 32, 1965.
M. Ingatella and B. W. Zweifach liThe Microcirculatory Basis of Fluid
Exchange,1I in Advances in Biological and Medical Physics, vol. 15,
1954. pp. 111-155.
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The development of reverse osmosis units is a very interesting
technological improvement.

The following addresses are provided if you

wish additional information from these manufacturers.
Continental Water Conditioning Corporation
1013 Wall Street
El Paso, Texas 79926
DuPont Company
Public Affairs Department
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
Culligan U. S. A.
Public Relations Department
1 Culligan Parkway
Northbrook, Illinois 60062
Some additional vocabulary terms which mtght be useful.
Osmole - a mole of solute particles.
Osmolality - the number of osmoles per kilogram of solvent.
Osmolarity - the number of osmoles per liter of solution.
Isoosmotic solution - solutions which provide the same osmotic pressure.
(0.115m NaCl, 0.31m sucrose, and 0.31m urea are all isoosmotic).
Since NaCl dissociates in solution the number of particles doubles.
Isotonic solutions - solutions which can be brought into contact with cells
or tissues without disturbing the distribution of water. Urea enters the
cell almost as rapidly as water. Since the osmotic pressure of the cell
interior and exterior would then be increased equally, the use of an
isoosmotic solution of urea would cause swelling and hemolysis (stretching
the membrane enough to allow hemoglobin to escape). 0.155m NaCl, 0.31m urea,
and 0.31m sucrose are all isoosmotic, but only 0.155m NaCl and 0.31m sucrose
are both isoosmotic and isotonic.

LABORATORY COMPETENCY TEST
Provide a third sample of the bouillon solution of unknown concentration.
Plot the height of the bouillon solution in the thistle tube vs time.

(The

slope should be proportional to the concentration so that using the two results
obtained in the application phase with this result, the student can tell the
concentration of unknown - relative to the original.)
3/4 the concentration of the original.

The author suggests

ADVANCED SECTION
Prerequisites:
1.

Before you begin this section of the module you should

be able to apply the differential form of the First Law of
Thermodynamics and define each term.

2.

Be able to solve a simple integration of the form ~d~ .

3.

Demonstrate your knowledge of the second law of tbermodynamics
by deriving the expression for the entropy change of an ideal
gas in a reversible, isothermal expansion from Vi to Vf .

References:

Halliday, David and Robert Resnick, Fundamentals of Physics
Revised, New York, Wiley, 1974. Chapter 19, 21.

NARRATIVE
Given two liquids, one on either side of a permeable membrane, we can predict
whether a reaction between these two

liqu~ds

will proceed spontaneously, and, we

can obtain our information for the prediction from readily measurable quantities
by using the Gibbs free energy.
water passes

throug~

If the membrane is partially permeable so that

but not the solute particles, then we can make the same

prediction using the vapor pressure of the two liquids.

If the vapors behave as

ideal gases, our task is much easier.
The definition of the Gibbs free energy is
G = U + PV - TS,
where

U is the internal energy of the system,
T is Kelvin temperature,
S is the entropy,
P is the Pressure

v is

the Volume.

(1)
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If we differentiate Eq. (1) and use the First Law of Thermodynamics which says
dU

= TdS - PdV, then we obtain
dG

=

dU + d(PV) - d(TS)

= (TdS - PdV) + PdV + VdP - TdS - SdT
dG = VdP - SdT.

(2)

At constant temperature dT = 0, leaving
dG

= VdP.

(3)

Applying the relation directly to a solution and its solvent separated by a
partially permeable

membran~

we can say that the change in the Gibbs

functio~

AG;

will be equal to the volume (which is only slightly compressible therefore
considered as constant) times the change in pressure.

We already know from the

module that the change in pressure is just the osmotic pressure, n.
AG

Thus we have

= Vn.

If we consider only a molar volume V, that is the volume occupied by one mole of
solution, then the change in the Gibbs function is

AG = Vn.

(4)

If we can assume that the gas above the solvent and solution is an ideal gas, then
we can arrive at another expression for the change in the Gibbs function.

Consider

again equation (1)
dG

= dU

+ d(PV) - d(TS).

Using the First Law of Thermodynamics which says dU = dQ + dW then
dG

=

dQ + dW + d(PV) - d(TS).

Now if we have a reversible example (dQ

= TdS) at constant temperature and constant

pressure we get
dG

=

dW + PdV.

(5)

Integrating and expressing the results as a decrease in free energy we obtain,
-AG

=

-Wmax - PAV

(6)
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which for an ideal gas simplifies to
-1'.G
since 1'.(PV)

=

= -Wmax

(7)

0 for an ideal gas.

Also for ideal gases qrev = - W
max · We also know that qrev = -T1'.S.
-1'.G = T1'.S

Thus
(8)

We would like to have an expression for 1'.S in terms of some directly measurable
variable.

It happens that for an ideal gas this is possible.

gas expanding at a constant T.

Consider such a

The amount of work done is

W= -

/1
PdV
Vm

If we have one mole of gas, then we can substitute ~T for P in Eq. (8).

(9 )

This gives

V

W=

-

1 RTdV

JVm

-V-

Integrating Eq. (9) yields

v

W = -RT ln _1

Vo

Substituting PV

=

(10)

(11 )

RT into Eq. (10) gives
W=

Po

-RT ln P .

(12 )

1

Recall that
q
W
max
1'.S = ~ev = - -TSubstituting for Win

Eq~-(lO)

(13 )

or Eq. (12) gives

Vl
1'.S = R ln V' or

o

1'.S

Po

= R ln P' respectively.
1

(14 )
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Equation (7) can be used to tell us the decrease in the Gibbs function for
the solvent gas,
-L\G = TL\S

(8 )

V1

(15 )
= RT 1n - or
Vo
Po
(16 )
-L\G = RT 1n p .
1
When R is written as 1.987 cal deg- 1 mo1- 1 instead of 0.082 liter-atm/deg-mole,

we get

V
Va

-L\G = 2.303 RT 1n (_1)

(17)

or
-L\G = 2.303 RT 1n (P alP 1 )

(18 )

Comparing Eq. (4) and Eq. (18) to each other and carefully treating the signs
involved since at equilibrium we have an applied pressure equal to the osmotic
pressure, we get,
(19 )
This becomes
7f

=

RT
Po
V 1n p

(20)

Equation (20) has assumed only that the solvent vapor behaves as an ideal
gas.

Since it is difficult to measure the vapor pressure in all situations

arising in biological systems it would be nice if we can relate the pressure to
some easily measured variable.

It happens that Raou1t's Law provides such an

approximation.
Francois-Marie Raou1t during the latter half of the nineteenth century
observed that the vapor pressure of a solution containing a nonvolatile solute
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is directly proportional to the concentration of the solvent.

This means that

the larger the mole fraction* of solvent, the larger the vapor pressure.

We

can express this mathematically as follows
P

= k Xl'

(21)

where P is the vapor pressure of the solution,
k is the proportionality constant, and

Xl is the mole fraction of solvent.
Suppose that there is no solute present.

In this case Xl

pressure is PO' the vapor pressure of the pure solvent.

Po = kl
k

= 1 and the vapor
We have

or

= PO.

Thus we can write
(22)

Raoult's law is exact for ideal solutions and holds approximately for dilute
solutions.
Using the approximations arrived at for dilute solutions considered above,
we can rewrite Eq. (20) as
'IT

RT
= -=

(-1 n Xl).

(23)

V

This may be written as
(24)

*The mole fraction Xl of substance 1 is given by dividing the number of moles of
substance 1 in the solution by the sum of the moles of all the members of the
solution, i.e.,
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by using (-In Xl

= X2)

and X2

~

n

n-2 .
1

But we know that nl V is the volume of the solvent which for dilute solutions is
nearly equal to the volume V of the solution. We then have
or

(25)

C2RT ,
(26 )
where C2 is the molar concentration of the solute.
Note that this equation is the same as the van1t Hoff equation empirically
1T

=

derived and listed in the module.

This equation is valid for dilute solutions.

Note that Table 1 of the module shows predicted results from Eq. (26) and
Eq. (23) compared with experimental data.

INSTRUCTOR'S GUIDE
OSMOSIS
A Physical Science Module for Biosci.ence Students

This instructors guide is intended to provide the instructor with some
resource materials and other information useful to the utilization of this
module. The author's intention is to key it to the module so that similar
material will be found in the same place in both the student module and the
instructor's guide.

EXPLORATIONS IN THINKING
The examples provided in this section may not be appropriate for your
particular location and studentry.

If this is the case, you ought to insert

examples of your own.
A demonstration of membrane selectivity on the part of living cells is
provided here.
happens.

Congo Red dye is added to a culture of yeast cell.

Nothing

If the mixture is boiled, the yeast cells are killed and the dye

penetrates the yeast.

The demonstration shows that some living cells exhibit

selective permealitity.
The exercise involving the trees is a very good thought exercise.

Few

students realize that the tallest column of water which can be supported at
atmospheric pressure is 33 feet.

Obviously none other mechanism other than

just pressure is responsible for the water reaching the top of the tree.

A

very good description of this problem, with the appropriate equations, is
found in Introduction to Bioenergetics: Thermodynamics for the Biologists by
H. N. Christensen and R. A. Cellarins.

Philadelphia: Saunders, 1972.

The

additional process responsibile for getting and keeping nutrients in the top
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of tne 100m tree is a tension attributed to the cohesion of water

mol~cules.

This tension is produced by hydrogen-bonding in the narrow vessels of the tree.
Your author recommends this book.
To complete exercise 1, you may wish to remind the students that 1 atm
of pressure supports a column of mercury 760mm high or a column of water 10
meters high.

EXPLORATIONS IN DOING

Here again the user should feel free to develop examples which may be
more appropriate to a particular location and studentry.

The author has

deliberately left out the common example using a sugar solution on one side
of a membrane and water on the other.

This demonstrates osmosis very well

however, sugar absorption in the human kidney is against a concentration
gradient.

Osmosis cannot do that.

An active process requiring energy supplied

by the metabolism of the tubular cells in the kidney is responsible.
You may find a description of how the human kidney functions to be of
some use.

I encourage you to consult human physiology textbooks for such

descriptions.
Development of the ided of using the partial pressure in a fluid in the
same manner as the pressure in a gas has been done by R., K. Hobbie.

His

article "Osmotic Pressure in the Physics Course for Student of the Life Sciences",
Amer.

~.

Phys., 42: 118-197 (1974), is recommended reading for the module.

Additional information on the same topic is found in Fermi, E., Thermodynamics.
New York: Dover, P. 113 (1956).
The developement of the van't Hoff law for osmotic pressure (at least an
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an outHnel s.noul d De. KIJOWJLo.¥ tile, tns.tructQr tnyol yee! wJtlt th~'s,.:roodtll e,.
Two reference.s: are provtded here.:
H. N. Christen and R. H. Cellari,us, llitr()ducti:ontos:tq-erter~t1:cs,:
Thermodynamics for the, Bia1 ogi,sts, Phil adel phJa:' Saunders,: ]2:'
J. N. Loeb, liThe Hyperosmolar State", New
1184-1188 (1974).

England~~ ~~;'2.~D:

APPLICATIONS

E. H. Sterl ing proposed the '0smoti.c expl anatton for a5sorptton and

ffltration in the capt" ari.es tn 189.6.

Since tnen mucn work nas yertfied

the explanation and has shown that very lHtle of the exchanges of meta50ltc
end products occur as the result of an osmotic process:.

One. reas'on tn tne

rapid attainment (or the order of seconds) of equiliorturo i.n th.e capillari.es.
Most of the exchanges occur as the result of a chemically active proces's.
During a day 20,000 grams of glucose will be transferred by diffuston whereas
only 20 grams will be moved by osmosis.
the Human Body.

See: Arthur C. Guyton Function of

Philadelphia: Saunders, 3rd Edition 1969.

The overall concentration of substances in the extracellular and intercellular fluid is great enough to produce a pressure of 5400mm Hg.

This means

if one were to put extracellular and intracellular f1uid.on one side of a
membrane and water on the other side, it would take a pressure of nearly 7 times
atmospheric pressure to stop the set flow of water into the body fluid.
Capillary fluid exchange is discussed in a quite readable manner in the
following text:

McElroy, Swanson, and Macey. Biology and Man. New York:
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Prenti.ce Hall, 1975.

Additional references may be found in:

H. R. Catchpole, liThe Capillaries, Veins, and Lymphatics
T. C. Ruch and H. D. Patton, Physiology and Biophysics.
Philadelphia: Saunders, 19 edition. Chapter 32, 1965.

ll
,

in

M. Ingatella and B. W. Zweifach liThe Microcirculatory Basis of
Fluid Exchange in Advances .i.!l Biological and Medical Physics,
vol. 15, 1954. pp 111-155.
ll

,

The developement of reverse osmosis units is a very interesting technoloqical improvement.

The following addresses are provided if you wish additional

information from the manufacturers.
Continental Water Conditioning Corporation
1013 Wall St.
El Paso, Texas 79926
DuPont Company
Public Affairs Department
Wilmington, Delaware 19898
Culligan U. S. A.
Public Relations Department
1 Culligan Parkway
Northbrook, Illinois 60062
Some additional vocabulary terms might be useful.
Osmole:

a mole of solute particles

Osmolality:

the number of osmo1es per kilogram of solvent

Osmolarity:

the number of osmoles per liter of soluti.on

solutions which proved the same osmotfc
Isoosmotic solution:
pressure. (0.115m NaCl, 0.31m sucrose, and 0.31m
urea are all isoosmotic).
Since NiCl dissociates in solution the number of
molecules doubles.
solutions which can be brought into contact
Isotonic solutions:
with cells or tissues without disturbing the distribution of water. Urea enters the cell almost as
rapidly as water. Since the osmotic pressure of
the cell interior and exterior would then be increased equally, the use of an isosmotic solution
of urea would cause swelling and hemolysis (stretching
the membrane enough to allow hemoglobin to escape).
0.155m NaC1, 0.31m urea, and 0.31m sucrose are all
isoosmotic, but only 0.155m NaC1 and 0.31m sucrose
are both isoosmotic and isotonic.
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